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Bioorthogonal site-specific labeling of the 5′-cap structure in eukaryotic mRNAs†
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We present a chemo-enzymatic approach for site-specific labeling of 5′-capped RNAs based on bioorthogonal chemistry. A trimethylguanosine synthase was engineered to transfer a terminal azido moiety to the 5′-cap which could be further modified using strain-promoted azide–alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC).

Labeling RNA at specific sites is in most cases a prerequisite to study folding, structural changes and trafficking at the single molecule level or in biological systems. Some complex phenomena like the trafficking of mRNA which leads to subcellular mRNA localization should ideally be studied in living cells. This would require delivery of fluorescently labeled RNA into the cell without affecting the cellular processes, a problem that has not been fully solved. Therefore, most approaches for RNA imaging in living cells extend the RNA of interest by motifs that are recognized and bound by RNA-binding proteins.¹ Fluorescent labeling is achieved by fluorescent proteins fused to the RNA-binding proteins. This approach was successfully used to study mRNA trafficking, e.g. ASH1 mRNA in yeast or ubi1 mRNA in the hyphae of fungi.²,³ However, it is at least arguable whether the resulting fluorescent constructs will still show the same behavior as the endogenous RNA, if the RNA to be studied has been extended by multiple RNA-binding motifs (24 can be sufficient for detection⁴ but up to 96 have been reported⁵) and multiple fusion proteins of high molecular weight are bound. After all, the appendage will typically exceed the size of the original RNA by far.

To study the target-RNA in the most native form possible, it would be desirable to use small organic dyes instead of extended, non-native sequences plus attached fusion proteins as reporters.

Various methods for the attachment of labels to RNA in vitro or even in cellular systems have therefore been developed. Particularly, approaches based on chemical synthesis and metabolic labeling yielded numerous improvements during the last few years. Metabolic labeling using cell permeable precursors has been achieved with 5-ethynyluridine⁶ as well as N⁰-propargyl adenosine.⁷ The modified nucleotides can be incorporated into RNA at random positions during enzymatic RNA synthesis. An azide-modified UTP analog has been used for transcriptions in vitro.⁸ In all cases, the introduced terminal alkyl or azido moieties serve as reporter groups for further post-synthetic modification using copper(i)-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) or Staudinger ligation.

Alternatively, native nucleic acids can be modified site-specifically by enzymatic transfer of reporter groups that are substrates for subsequent chemical modification. Methyltransferases have proven to be particularly useful for this chemo-enzymatic approach. Instead of transferring a methyl group from their natural cosubstrate S-adenosyl-L-methionine (AdoMet, SAM), some methyltransferases show promiscuous activity in cosubstrate analogs and can thus transfer alkene or alkyne groups. Using this approach, tRNA labeling as well as sequence-specific labeling of in vitro produced pre-mRNA was achieved.⁹,¹⁰ The respective RNAs could be further modified using CuAAC.⁹,¹⁰

Regarding studies on RNA trafficking and transport, eukaryotic mRNAs are currently the most interesting study objects within the plethora of RNA species. Not only are they generally transported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, but certain mRNAs (up to 70% in Drosophila¹¹) can also be actively transported to distinct subcellular regions. Recent findings, suggesting that localized RNAs can be associated with local translation, have attracted considerable attention, particularly for neurons, where this mechanism could be associated with synaptic plasticity or regeneration of axons.¹²,¹³–¹⁴

An approach that (i) allows attachment of small fluorescent reporters specifically to mRNA, (ii) is compatible with cellular components and (iii) not harmful to living cells would be a significant advance, regarding studies on mRNA trafficking and localization. We recently developed a chemo-enzymatic strategy to specifically label RNAs bearing a 5′-cap—one of the hallmarks of eukaryotic mRNAs.¹⁵ Herein, the cap is recognized by an engineered variant of a trimethylguanosine synthase from Giardia lamblia (GlaTgs-Var1) and modified with bioorthogonal groups, namely a terminal alkene or alkyne functionality using analogs of SAM as cosubstrates. The site-specifically introduced alkene or alkyne groups,
respectively, were further covalently linked to labels (e.g. fluorescent dye or biotin) using thiol–ene click or CuAAC reactions. The latter could also be carried out in lysates of *E. coli* and human PC3 cells.

However, although this approach allowed for the first time to label capped RNAs site-specifically, it is not compatible with living cells because the copper concentrations required are toxic.16 To address this issue, we searched for truly bioorthogonal reactions that have been developed to work with living cells or even organisms.

The prime example of a truly bioorthogonal reaction is the strain-promoted azide–alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC), a reaction between the same functional groups as in CuAAC. However, instead of the copper catalyst, SPAAC benefits from a spring-loaded cyclooctyne. The ring strain of the cyclooctyne greatly facilitates the reaction and makes it work under ambient conditions in the absence of copper. Many differently substituted cyclooctynes have been developed and some of them are now commercially available.17–20 SPAAC has been used to label glycans on the surface of living cells within model organisms like zebrafish,21,22 Caenorhabditis elegans22 and mice23 without observable cytotoxicity. Reports on SPAAC for RNA are still scarce and mostly limited to solid phase syntheses.24,25 In combination with enzymes, only the direct incorporation of azide-derivatized nucleotides but not the modification of native RNAs has been reported.26

Our goal was to develop an approach that allows bioorthogonal labeling of native mRNA molecules. Chemo-enzymatic modification could provide a tailor-made strategy for labeling native mRNAs. The native target molecule could be functionalized in a first step by an enzyme capable of transferring a reactive group instead of a methyl group using appropriate SAM analogs as cosubstrates. The specificity of the enzyme should allow us to target a specific subset of RNAs even in the complex cellular environment and even a specific site within the molecule. In a second step, the introduced functionality can be further converted using bioorthogonal click reactions. As a result, a covalent linkage is formed between the target and the reporter molecule. To selectively label mRNAs, we use the enzyme Tgs2 from *Giardia lamblia* (GlaTgs) that recognizes and normally hypermethylates the 5′-cap—a hallmark of mRNAs—at the exocyclic N2 atom using the cosubstrate SAM. To establish a bioorthogonal strategy, a reactive residue compatible with SPAAC had to be transferred instead of an alkene or alkyne. Thus, either a cyclooctyne or an azido moiety had to be attached. Since this first step is catalyzed enzymatically, we thought it might be unlikely
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**Fig. 1** Chemo-enzymatic modification of 5′-capped RNAs using strain-promoted azide–alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC). A trimethylguanosine synthase variant is able to use the SAM analog "Ab-SAM" as a cosubstrate and transfers the 4-azidobut-2-enyl group to the 5′-cap. The azido functionality reacts with a Cy5- or Sulforhodamine B (SRB)-labeled dibenzyclooctyne (DBCO) reagent to form a stable triazol.
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**Fig. 2** Enzymatic conversion of the cap analog m7GpppA 1 by GlaTgs2-Var1 using Ab-SAM 2 as a cosubstrate. (A) Reaction scheme. GlaTgs2-Var1 generates N2-4-azidobut-2-enyl-m7GpppA 3 using Ab-SAM 2 as a cosubstrate through formation of S-adenosyl-L-homocysteine (SAH). (B) Reversed-phase HPLC analysis of reactions with GlaTgs2-Var1 (90 μM) producing 83 μM 3 (tR = 12 min) in three hours (black). Controls show GlaTgs2-Var1 catalyzed reactions at time point 0 (ctrl. 1) and reactions performed without enzyme (ctrl. 2). (C) MALDI-TOF-MS analysis of the transfer reaction showing m7GpppA 1 (m/z 787) and the formation of N2-4-azidobut-2-enyl-m7GpppA 3 (m/z 882) after three hours.
to transfer a sterically demanding cyclooctyne instead of a methyl group and chose to synthesize an azide-bearing SAM analog, 4-azidobut-2-etyl SAM (“Ab-SAM”) 2, which had been successfully used with engineered protein methyltransferases. In addition to the terminal azido group, this analog contains an allylic system in the β-position to the sulfonium center, which might stabilize the transition state of the transfer reaction. Overall, our approach harnesses GlaTgs2-Var1 (containing the substitution V34A) to enzymatically transfer a terminal azido group to the 5′-cap typical of eukaryotic mRNAs. The terminal azide is then further modified using a fluorescently labeled cyclooctyne for SPAAC (Fig. 1).

We tested the enzymatic conversion of m’GppPA 1, a minimal capped RNA, with Ab-SAM 2 and analyzed the reaction by HPLC and MALDI-TOF-MS (Fig. 2). HPLC analysis showed a new peak at 12 min in reactions containing GlaTgs2-Var1, Ab-SAM 2, and m’GppPA 1. Control reactions performed without enzyme or reactions at time point zero did not show product formation.

The product with the correct mass (m/z 882) was found by MALDI-TOF-MS analysis and assigned to 3. Using concentrations of 90 μM GlaTgs-Var1, typically 30% of 1 were converted. As expected, the variant exhibits a markedly lower total turnover number (TTN) for Ab-SAM 2 compared to the natural substrate SAM (TTN 0.8 ± 0.1 vs. 108 ± 6). This can be attributed to the sterically demanding side-chain.

The introduced azido group allows further modifications using SPAAC. We tested the commercially available dibenzylcyclooctyne reagents DBCO-Cy5™646/661 4 and -SRB™568/585, which belong to the most active cyclooctynes due to dibenzoannulation and introduction of an amide nitrogen in the strained ring system (k ~ 0.36 M⁻¹ s⁻¹, Fig. 3A). The reaction was loaded onto a PAA-gel and analyzed by in-gel fluorescence (Fig. 3B). Lane 5 shows DBCO-Cy5 alone that migrates into the gel, which is expected due to its negative charge. The appearance of a second band (lanes 1–3), which is absent in the control reaction without Ab-SAM (lane 4), may result from reaction of 2 with 4.

![Fig. 3](image-url) Labeling of enzymatically modified 5′-caps by SPAAC. (A) SPAAC reaction of N²-azidobutenyl-m’GppPA 3 with DBCO-Cy5™646/661 4 leading to modified minimal capped mRNA 5. (B) Analysis of chemo-enzymatic cap modification using in-gel fluorescence and PAGE. SPAAC was performed in PBS-buffer as well as in the PC3 cell lysate using DBCO-Cy5™646/661. Samples containing N²-4-azidobut-2-enyl-m’GppPA and DBCO-Cy5 reveal two new fluorescent bands (arrow). These bands were not present in controls, lacking either m’GppPA, enzyme or Ab-SAM. (C) ESI-Orbitrap-MS of the SPAAC reaction in the negative ion mode using DBCO-SRB™568/585 showing m’GppPA 1 (calculated for C₁₂H₂₀N₁₀O₁₇P₃; m/z 785.08468 [M + 2H]²⁺; found 785.08449) and the SPAAC product (calculated for C₂₁H₂₈N₁₈O₂₉P₃S₂; m/z 971.26560; found 971.26616 [M + 3H]²⁺). (D) Chemo-enzymatic labeling of in vitro transcribed and capped RNA (+) by SPAAC using DBCO-SRB™568/585. On the left SRB fluorescence was analyzed and on the right an overlay of SRB (red) and ethidiumbromide fluorescence (green) is shown. The negative control (−) contained non-capped RNA of the same length.
Lane 1 shows the reaction containing all components. Only in this reaction, two new fluorescent bands with a faster migration velocity appear (marked by arrow) that can be assigned to product 5. Formation of the SPAAC product using DBCO-SRB was confirmed by ESI-Orbitrap-MS (Fig. 3C).Appearance of two bands in the gel indicates that the triazole 1,4- and 1,5-regioisomers are formed.31 The faster migration suggests that the negative charge of the triphosphate in product 5 outperforms the additional molecular weight of 5 compared to 4. In comparison, the cap analog 1 alone migrates much faster than the obtained click product, which could be detected by UV-shadowing (Fig. S1 in the ESI†).

HPLC-based analyses using absorbance and fluorescence detection suggest that the SPAAC reaction leads to almost complete conversion of 3 to 5 (Fig. S3 in the ESI†).

To test whether our approach is also compatible with the complex environment of eukaryotic cells, we carried out the reaction in the lysate of PC3 cells, a human prostate cancer cell line. The reaction was successful and a similar band pattern compared to the reaction in PBS buffer was obtained (Fig. 3B). Again, the product bands for 5 were only formed if all components are present.

In a next step our chemo-enzymatic approach was used to label longer capped RNA molecules that are synonymous with eukaryotic mRNAs. A 106 nt long RNA was generated by in vitro transcription and capped using the vaccinia capping system. Since the cap is a 0'-end of the biopolymer RNA, the bioorthogonal azido group could be introduced and enables the attachment of functional moieties of RNAs sequence-specifically.

In conclusion, we have developed a chemo-enzymatic approach for site-specific modification of 5'-capped RNAs that uses chemistry compatible with living cells. Our strategy is based on the enzymatically catalyzed modification of the mRNA cap by a distinct reporter group followed by a bioorthogonal click reaction. By harnessing the ability of the engineered GlaTgs2-Var1 to recognize an m7G-triphosphate at the 5'-end of the biopolymer RNA, the bioorthogonal azido group could be introduced and enables the attachment of functional moieties of choice. Using SPAAC we could fluorescently label the cap even in the complex environment of the eukaryotic cellular lysate. Moreover, we could demonstrate that our approach can be used to fluorescently label in vitro transcribed and capped RNAs. Since the cap is a hallmark of eukaryotic mRNAs, our chemo-enzymatic approach opens up a wide range of possible applications, such as isolation of mRNAs from total eukaryotic RNA or the selective labeling and subsequent visualization of mRNAs inside of living systems. To label specific mRNAs, GlaTgs2-Var1 could be covalently linked to proteins that bind RNAs sequence-specifically.
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